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ABSTRACT

We propose a method of displaying two different 3D
scenes on a single layered light-field display, where the layer
patterns are optimized for the two scenes simultaneously. We
demonstrate that both scenes can be displayed in high quality
when the viewing zones for them are separated sufficiently.

1 Introduction

It is convenient for us if a single display device can show
different 3D images towards different viewing zones. For
example, in the case of an in-vehicle display shown in Fig. 1,
3D drive navigation should be shown to the driver while
another 3D entertainment content could be presented for the
other passengers. To this end, we investigate a method of
displaying two different light fields (two sets of multi-view
images) towards two different viewing zones using a single
layered light-field display.

A layered light-field display [1, 2] consists of several LCD
panels stacked in front of a backlight. The patterns (layer
patterns) displayed on the LCD panels are computed from
a target 3D scene. The display has the capability to dis-
play dozens of different viewpoint images simultaneously
towards different viewing directions. Therefore, not only
binocular parallax but also motion parallax caused by the
head movement can be perceived by the observers.

The layered displays have an advantage over several other
displays with respect to the viewpoint-resolution trade-off.
Glasses-free displays with lenticular lens [3] and parallax
barriers [4] suffer from the obvious trade-off between “num-
ber of viewpoints to be displayed” and the “number of pixels
per viewpoints”, because a single display panel should be
divided among the viewpoints. Meanwhile, in the case of
a layered display, an increase in the number of views does
not immediately decrease the resolution for each viewpoint
image, but it only causes moderate quality degradation. Al-
though the viewpoint-resolution trade-off can be overcome
by the displays with rear projections [5], the projection op-
tics involves a significantly large form factor in contrast to
the thin structure of a layered display.

We use a layered light field display to show not a single but
two distinct scenes simultaneously, which is a challenging
task. Conventionally, a single light field, a set of multi-
view images of a single target scene, is given as the input,
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Fig. 1: Application scenario of our method.

and the layer patterns are optimized so as to reproduce the
target scene accurately. Only a few layers are sufficient to
reproduce the light field, because the images constituting
the light field are redundant; these images are very similar
with each other because they capture the same target scene
from slightly different viewpoints. In other words, the layer
patterns can be interpreted as a compressed representation
for these images, where the compression capability depends
on the redundancy in the target light field. However, in our
case, the layer patterns are used to show two distinct light
fields, which has no redundancy or coherence between them.
To enhance the representation capability of the layers, we
adopt up to four-fold time-division multiplexing. Moreover,
we found that the display quality was significantly affected
by the distance between the two viewing zones for the two
light fields. We experimentally show that under appropriate
design conditions, the layer patterns can accommodate two
distinct light fields simultaneously, and can display both of
them with high quality.

2 Layered Light-Field Display

2.1 Display Principle

A layered light-field display consists of several LCD pan-
els stacked in front of a backlight and can display different
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Fig. 2: Overview of our method.

images towards different viewing directions. A light field !
emitted from the display is described as the multiplication
of the layer patterns:

!!," (", #) =
∏
#∈$

$# (" + %&, # + '&) (1)

where (", #) and (%, ') denote the pixel and viewpoint coor-
dinates in the light field. $# (", #) denotes the layer pattern
(transmittance) placed at depth &. In this paper, the number
of layers is assumed to be three and ( = {−1, 0, 1}. In some
cases, time-division multiplexing is used to extend the lay-
ers’ representation capability. When ) sets of layer patterns
$#,% (* ∈ [1,)]) are displayed repeatedly at a high speed, the
light field generated by the display is written as

!!," (", #) =
1
)

&∑
%=1

∏
#∈$

$#,% (" + %&, # + '&). (2)

We adopt up to four-fold () = 4) time multiplexing.

2.2 Optimizing Layer Patterns

The layer patterns should be optimized for a target scene
so as to reproduce the target light field as accurately as
possible. Let + = {!!," (", #)}!,",',( denote the target light
field. The operation of the right-hand side of Eqs. (1) or (2)
is denoted as Φ. The optimization of the layer patterns is
formulated as

$∗ = arg min
)

| |+ −Φ($) | |2. (3)

This minimization can be solved by two methods: an iter-
ative method derived from non-negative tensor factorization
(NTF) [1] and a learning-based method constructed on deep
neural networks [2]. We adopt the former method in this
paper, but extend it to accommodate two distinct light fields
as the target simultaneously.

3 Displaying Two Distinct Scenes

We use a single layered display to show two distinct 3D
scenes. As shown in Fig. 1, two sets of different light fields
are displayed towards the respective viewing zones from the
same layer patterns. An overview of our method is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

For the target light field +, the viewpoint coordinate (%, ')
is defined over a wide range of viewpoints, but only the
viewpoints in the two viewing zones, surrounded by the
red boxes in the figure, are treated as the target viewpoints.
We denote these zones as A1 and A2, respectively. These
zones cover the areas of 5 × 5 viewpoints and are located
symmetrically with respect to (%, ') = (0, 0), centered at
(−,!, 0) and (,!, 0), respectively.

A1 = {(%, '); |% + ,! | ≤ 2, |' | ≤ 2}, (4)
A2 = {(%, '); |% − ,! | ≤ 2, |' | ≤ 2} (5)

The distance between two viewing zones is defined as - =
2,!. The target light fields for A1 and A2 are denoted as +1
and +2, respectively, each of which includes 5× 5 viewpoint
images. Note again that +1 and +2 are unrelated to each other
(e.g., 3-D navigation and 3-D movie content).
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The objective function for layer pattern optimization is
written as

!∗ = arg min
!

( | |"1 −ΦA1 (!) | |2 + ||"2 −ΦA2 (!) | |2). (6)

Here, ΦA1 and ΦA2 denotes the process of Eq. (2), where
the light fields are generated for the viewing zones, ΦA1
and ΦA2 , respectively, from the same set of layer patterns
!. We use the NTF-based iterative method to solve this
optimization.

It should be noted the display is not designed to “black-
out” the viewpoints outside the two viewing zones; we can
see something from the viewpoints not included in A1 and
A2, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 2. Interestingly, we can
observe a cross dissolve effect over the viewpoints between
A1 and A2; as the viewpoint moves from A1 to A2, the image
generated from the display gradually changes from the first
scene to the second.

4 Experiments

We evaluated the effect of the distance between two view-
ing zones on the quality of the displayed images. The loca-
tions of the viewing zones were varied with 3 ≤ #" ≤ 20,
resulting in the distance between them 6 ≤ $ ≤ 40. Two
light fields (Origami: scene 1, Platonic: scene 2) in the HCI
dataset [6] were used as the targets. The degree of time-
division multiplex was set to % = 1, 2, 4, and the number
of iterations for layer pattern optimization was set to 500.
The displayed images were computational generated using
Eq. (2) from the optimized layer patterns, and compared
against the target light fields for quantitative evaluation.

Figure 3 depicts the relation between the distance be-
tween the viewing zones, $, and the quality (PSNR) of the
displayed images. As expected, a larger % led to better
quality of the displayed images. Moreover, the quality sig-
nificantly improved as the distance $ increased, which can
be explained as below. When the distance is sufficiently
large, the displayed image can change gradually from the
first scene to the second as the viewpoint moves from A1 to
A2. Meanwhile, if the distance is small, this change should
happen more abruptly. Such an abrupt change is difficult for
the layer patterns to reproduce, which leads to insufficient
quality of displayed images. In other words, rapid changes
along the viewpoints correspond to the high-frequency com-
ponents over the viewpoints, which are difficult to be rep-
resented compressively by the layer patterns. To conclude,
a layered display with time-multiplexing can accommodate
two distinct light fields with high quality, if the two viewing
zones are separated sufficiently.

We also present several visual results. Figure 4 shows the
layer patterns obtained with #" = 20 and % = 4. They seems
to be meaningless patterns not resembling the scenes to be
displayed, but the two scenes were successfully generated
from them. Figure 5 visualizes several displayed images
on the same condition, accompanied by the viewpoint-wise
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Fig. 4: Layer patterns with #" = 20 and % = 4.

and mean PSNR values. In both of the viewing zones, we
achieved sufficient quality for the displayed images.

For further validation, we finally mention a naive method
with % = 4; the four temporal frames were divided evenly
for the two distinct scenes. More specifically, the first two
frames are optimized so as to display "1 for A1 and the black
images for A2, while the latter two frames are to display "2
for A2 and the black images for A1. As shown in Figs. 3 and
5, the performance of the naive method was quite limited.
Our method achieved much better quality because the four
temporal frames were used in not a divisive but an united
manner to display the two distinct light fields.

5 Conclusion

We propose a method of displaying two different light
fields towards two different viewing zones using a single
layered light-field display. We experimentally show that the
layer patterns can accommodate two distinct light fields si-
multaneously and can display both of them with high quality
when the distance between the viewing zones is sufficiently
large. Our future work will include hardware implementa-
tion of our method.
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Fig. 5: Displayed results with #" = 20.
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